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KAEHLER MANIFOLDS OF POSITIVE CURVATURE OPERATOR

KOICHI OGIUE AND SHUN-ICHI TACHIBANA

Abstract. An n-dimensional compact Kaehler manifold of positive curvature

operator is real cohomologically equivalent to P„(C).

1. Introduction. The curvature tensor of a Riemannian manifold defines a

symmetric linear operator acting on the space of 2-forms, which is called the

curvature operator. D. Meyer [3] proved that a compact Riemannian manifold of

positive curvature operator is a real homology sphere.

The purpose of this paper is to study the complex version of Meyer's result. It is

known that the curvature tensor of a Kaehler manifold defines two kinds of linear

operators. Let M be a Kaehler manifold and Räbcd- the local components of the

curvature tensor of M. The operator acting on symmetric 2-tensors defined by

iab -> 2 R "b/iad is called the pure curvature operator, and the operator acting on

2-forms defined by tl^-—» 2 RabCdVab *s called the hybrid curvature operator. These

curvature operators are said to be positive if all eigenvalues are positive. It is clear

that if one of the curvature operators is positive, then so is the sectional curvature.

The properties of the pure curvature operator for Hermitian symmetric spaces were

precisely studied by E. Calabi [1].

We shall prove the following.

Theorem 1. An n-dimensional compact Kaehler manifold of positive pure curvature

operator is real cohomologically equivalent to Pn(C).

Theorem 2. An n-dimensional compact Kaehler manifold of positive hybrid curva-

ture operator is real cohomologically equivalent to P„(C).

Theorem 2 can be considered as an improvement of Theorem 2.3 in [4].

2. Proof of theorems. Let M be an «-dimensional compact Kaehler manifold. We

shall make use of the following convention on the range of indices: 1 < a, b, c, d

< n; 1 < /',/, k, I < 2n, and we shall agree that repeated indices are summed over

the respective ranges unless otherwise stated.

Let Rjjk, (resp. Rabc¿) and /?,-, (resp. R^) denote respectively the local components

of the curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor of M with respect to a real (resp.

complex) local coordinate system. We use the same curvature tensor as in [2]. To

prove our theorems, it is sufficient to show that
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Fp{u) = 2 Ruuih... p* ■<p- ^ S Rijk,uiJh... f1** -i

is positive for nonzero effective harmonic /»-form u (cf. for example [5]. Note that

our curvature tensor is the negative of the one in [5]). it is easily seen that

Fp(u) = 2{ 2 R^\...^-"Í" - ip - 1)2 /W"*,...^0*'-'"*}•

Suppose that the pure curvature operator is positive. Let « be a nonzero effective

harmonica-form and define a (p + 2)-tensor £ by

p

ty*i, • • ■ i, — Zi (Mi, • • • i,_ jir+, • • ■ £&l + -/, ■••>;_,^+, • • • fíji,)*
r= 1

where &, are the local components of the Kaehler metric. Then it follows that

On the other hand, we see that

2 W"***'"'* -J»{(" + 01-1*- ̂-i)2 «<*,...t«*-*}

>/>{(n + 1)||«||2 - q> - 1)2 n^...^*-*

-(/>-i)(ÍH2 + 2^,3...^^)}

= />(«-/> +2) ||u||2,

where we have used the simple inequality

|«|a-2«kI...l«,,-*>22(«ui,...i«*-t-«*k...^-*).

Since the pure curvature operator is positive, there exists a positive number 8 such

that

2 *VU•• .¿~1'•■*■ >*2 U...^'-^

that is, 2T^,(w) > ô(/i — p + 2)||w||2. This implies that Fp(u) > 0 for nonzero effec-

tive harmonic /»-form u for p < n + 2. Therefore there exists no nonzero effective

harmonic />form for p < n + 2 and hence M is real cohomologically equivalent to

Pn(C), which proves Theorem 1.

Suppose next that the hybrid curvature operator is positive. Let m be a nonzero

effective harmonic p-îorm and define a (p + 2)-tensor tj by

p

Vjki¡ ■ ■ ■ L  =   2u   (Ml, • • • lr_ ,yL+, • • • ¡„Ski, ~ "/, ■ • • i,-,kir+l ■ ■ ■ ±8j¡,)-
r=\

Then it follows that
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On the other hand, we see that

^.,/ ■•i-Jp{»fl«ll2-2(/'-1)2«aWj...i«aW>-i}

>p{«ii«n2-(p-i)5: «a6iJ...t«<*'--<-

-(*-i>(ïMf + 2«ufc..v»*""')}
= p(«-p+i)I|M|I2,

where we have used the simple inequality

Since the hybrid curvature operator is positive, there exists a positive number 5

such that

that is, Fp(u) > 8(n — p + 1)||«||2. This implies that Fp(u) > 0 for nonzero effective

harmonic p-form u for p < n + 1. Therefore there exists no nonzero effective

harmonic p-form for p < n + 1 and hence Af is real cohomologically equivalent to

P„(C), which proves Theorem 2.
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